1. Introduction . Let f be a real valued arithmetic function satisfying lim n,--f(n) = +-. Define another arithmetic function F = Ff by setting Ff(n) = #{j < n : f(j) > f(n)} + #{j > n : f(j) < f(n)} . #{j < n : p(j) > (p(n)} = n -0(n, (p(n)) +~{ j < n : q)(j) = (p(n)} , rr{j > n : (p(j) (p(n)) -0(n,~p(n)) Thus F(n) = n + 0(-, (p(n)) -20(n, q? (n)) + -"{j < n : rp(j) = c p(n)} . It is known that 83 0 (°°, Y) = cy + 0(ye -'/ ' Og y ) , where 5 denotes the constant 1,(2)C(3)/C(6) ti 1 .9436 [1] ; and 0(x, v) = xg(y/x) + 0(ye -"°g ') , where g is a continuous, increasing function on [0, 1] which is determined by a contour integral [2] .
Moreover, g is strictly concave, as we now indicate . We have from [2, Eq . (12) ] that (0) ag'(a) = g(a) -Ds,(a) , 0 < a < 1 .
Here It is known that this limit exists and defines a continuous function of a (cf . [6, Ch 4] , [7, § 5] ) . Clearly Ds, is nondecreasing. In fact, it is known to be strictly increasing on (0, 1) [8, pp . 319, 323 ] .
If we integrate the differential equation for g and use the fact that g(1) = 1, we obtain and differentiating again, and differencing, we get for 0 < u < v _< 1 F(n) = 1 +~T (n) -2g(T(n)) + 0{q)(n) e-~'°gscn)ñ n n ) n If we set (1) h(u) = 1 + Cu -2g (u) and enlarge the error we obtain the asymptotic formula (2) F(n) = h«p(n)/n) + 0(e -rl°g°) n
Below is an approximate graph of h . Note that h is strictly convex . Proof. Let h, denote the minimal value of h and u, the point at which the minimum is achieved . Let h* denote the branch of the inverse function of h which maps [ho, 1] onto [0, u.], and let h** denote the branch which maps [ho, C -1] onto [uo, 1] . Also, let h**(a) = 1 for C -1 < a < 1. Note that Ja* and h** are well defined, even at u,, on account of the strict convexity of h. = lim 1#{n <_ x: h(p(n)/n) <_ a} , a continuous function of a which vanishes at a = h, and equals 1 for a = 1 . Given s > 0 we have Km 1#{n S x : h(~(n) ) <-a -El < lim 1 #{n < x: F(n) = a} X--x n } x--x n < lim 1 #{n 5 x : F(n) < a} < lim 1 #{n <-x : h( 7(n» 5 a +
It follows that if ho <_ a <_ 1, then
Further, DI;(a) = 0 for a < ho and DF(a) = 1 for a > 1 . Thus F(n)/n has a continuous distribution function .
4. Upper estimates . We shall exploit the observation, based on the graph of h, that F(n)/n is near its largest when (p(n)/n is near 0 .
For all large x there exists an integer n, = n,(x) such that x -x log -' x < n, < x and (3) T(na)/n o -e -7 /log log x -min p(m)/m . Proof. Let p,, denote the rth prime (in the usual order) and P(r) the product of the first r primes . Choose r' = r(x) to be the largest integer for which P(r') <_ x/log x . The prime number theorem implies that E log P -P, , PSP,.i and hence, by an easy calculation, p,., -log x .
Set n, = [x/P(r')]P(r') . Then x -P(r') < n, <_ x and T(n,)<lI( 
Proof. Let a, (presently to be specified) be a small positive number such that h(a) <--_ h(aj < 1 for ao < a < 1 . Suppose first that T(n)/n >_ a, . Then there exists an s > 0 such that F(n) < (1-s)n for all sufficiently large n and if x is large, F(n) < (1 -s)x for all n S x and satisfying g9(n)/n ? a..
For small positive values of a we use the approximation g(a) _ Ca + 0{exp (-exp 1/(ka))} , which holds for some absolute constant k [2, Lemma 4] . If we combine this estimate with (1) and (2) we obtain (4) F(n) = 1 -~`)(n) + 0{ exp (-exp kp n(n) )} + 0(e-~``°g") .
The function a f-> 1 -Ca + c exp {-exp 1/(ka)} is decreasing for small positive a . Choose a. , to be positive but so small that the function is decreasing for 0 < a < a o and h(a,) > C -1. Now for p(n)/n < a, we use the inequality ,p(n)/n >-(e l + 0(1))/log log x , 1 < n <-x, to obtain the bound F(n) x{1 -(Ce-+ 0(1))/log log x} , 1 n x .
The o(1) term tends to zero as x -> o-(independently of n) .
On the other hand, taking n, as in the lemma yields F(n,) = nJ1 -(Ce-1 + 0(1))/log log x} = x{1 -(ce -Y + 0(1))/log log x} .
Define a sequence {nd of "new highs" of F by the condition F(n) < F(n k) for all n < n k .
We note for later use that cp(n k)/nk -e-/log log nk as k --. We can see this by noting first that T(n k)/nk -> 0 by the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2 . Then we write (4) with n = n k and Theorem 2 with x = n k and equate the expressions to obtain 1 -CP(nk) (1 + 0(1)) + 0(e -J'°gn) = 1 -Ce-Y +°(1) . nk log log n k Theorem 2 has two immediate consequences . COROLLARY 1. F(n) < n for all sufficiently large n . Numerical computation shows that the n k 's are primes for all n k 500 (the limit of the calculation) . The explanation of this anomaly (apart from the effect of the error term) is as follows . Let ul be the number in (0, 1) for which h(u,) _ C -1 (cf . (Fig . 1) ) . It appears from (4) that u, .03 . Simple estimates show that p(n)/n > .03 for all n G ee18. Thus for n of modest size, the largest values of h(p(n)/n) occur for (p(n)/n near 1 .
We conclude this section by establishing a lower bound inequality for nk+L -nk .
Proof . Given s > 0 and n k , let p* = p*(k) denote the largest prime such that rj,;P. p < n k . The prime number theorem and simple estimates imply that p* -log n k . We shall show that at most ap*/log p* primes p < p* fail to divide n k . Similar estimates apply for n k , and thus nk and n k -, have at least 7c(p*) -2[sp*/log p*] prime factors in common .
Let w be an integer such that k -.
We introduce the integer
Since N <_ n k we have F(N) <--_ F(n k) . We can estimate F(N) and F(n k) because of the special form of N and n k . Also, N is not much smaller than n k . These facts will enable us to show that #jp < p * : p, n k } < Ep*/log P* .
Let v denote the number of primes p < p* such that p , n k . We suppose that v > sp*/log p* and shall deduce a contradiction .
At most v + 1 prime divisors of n k (counting multiplicity) can exceed p*, as we now indicate . Suppose that there were at least v + 2 prime divisors of n,4 exceeding p* . For each of the v primes p i S p* with p i , n k associate a prime p i > p* with p i I n k . Each of the p"s can be used at most as many times as it occurs in the factorization of nk . We have nk>n'=nk A/Pi ; further n' is divisible by each prime not exceeding p* and by at least two primes exceeding p* . Thus n k > n' > p*' 11P-P* p • On the other hand the definition of p* implies that n k < 2p* H P , P . p, contradicting the last inequality .
Let y and z denote composite numbers such that 7r(p*) -
Letting v = 7)p */log p*, s < 72 <_ 1, we have provided that k is sufficiently large and s sufficiently small . It follows that ,P( nx) > (1 + 2 log p*) P?P"
(1
P
We have p(N)IN -e--/log log N because of the form of N, and T(n l ,)/n x -e-1/log log nx by the argument following the proof of Theorem 2 . It follows from (4) , that for some a > 0, nx>N= F(x) = 1 -5P(x) + 0{exp (-log" x)} X x holds for x = N and x = n x .
We combine the formulas for F(n x) and F(N) with the bound we obtained for (p(n x)/nx , the inequalities nx R p and p(N)/N < TIP<P* (1 -p -') to obtain
where c is a positive constant . This inequality is impossible, since the nx's are the new highs of F. It follows that at most sp*/log p* primes p < p* fail to divide n, and hence our lower bound for n,-, -nx holds .
5 . Small values of F(n)/n . We have shown in § 2 that F(n)/nh(T(n)/n) . The function h attains a minimal value ho at an interior point uo of (0, 1), as we presently shall show . The point uo is unique by the strict convexity of h . Thus F(n)/n is, asymptotically, near its minimal value ho when cp(n)/n is near uo.
Numerical data suggest that u o is near 1/2 and ho is near 1/3 . We shall show that .473 < u o < .475 and .321 < ho < .324 . We shall now establish a formula which will lead to estimates for g(1/2) . This will be useful because of the close connection between g and h and the proximity of u, to 1/2 . was used in [2] , and the function g was represented by
g(a) = 1 r"2+i_ 11(1 -z, z) a'dz , 0 < a < 1 .
The formula is valid at the end points by uniform convergence the integral . We delete the even integers and write
The functions F(s, z) and F,(s, z) have the same singularities in the region {(s,z)eCx C:Res+z>0 }, of because any singularity of the new factor (1 -2 -8-z)/(1 -2_8-z + 2 -s) is cancelled by a zero of H (s, z), and the new factor has no zeros in this region . It now follows, mutatis mutandis, that go(a) def lim 1#{n < x: n odd, q)(n) < ax) x-.w x 1 ( 1 2+"°1 1(1 -z, z) az(1 + 2z) -'dz 2zi 1i2-i z(1 -z)
If we note that go(1) =1/2 and sum the series C/4 -C/8 + C/16 -we obtain the lemma . Now g is concave and g(s) -Cs as s --> 0. Thus the series in the formula for g(1/2) is alternating with terms decreasing to zero, indeed at a geometric rate . To further exploit our formula we must first estimate D4,(t) for t near 0 . Proof. By Chebychev's inequality and we estimate the last sum by writing (n/T(n))3 = (1 *,G)(n) where * denotes multiplicative convolution and R is a nonnegative multiplicative function satisfying G(p)=(p3-(p-1)3)/(p-1)3, 6 (p')=0 for all primes p and all exponents a >-2 .
Thus
n=.x -n x /9(n) = x rl ( Thus 7 < 12, and D,(t) satisfies the claimed bound .
We combine the last two lemmas with numerical data of Charles R . Wall [10] on the density function D, to obtain upper and lower estimates for g(1/2) . LEMMA 
5.
2 + 6 -.00154 < g(1/2) < 2 + 6 -.00075 .
Proof. The alternating series representation of g(1/2) leads to the inequalities
The differential equation (0) has the solution
The constant is evaluated here by noting that g'(0) _ C . The integral converges at zero by the preceding lemma . Thus we have We estimate the three integrals from above, using the bound of the preceding lemma for 0 < t <-.007 and the upper bounds of Wall for .007 < t < .25 . We obtain the upper bound .00154 . Similar treatment of (0) and (1) that h, = 1 -2D s ,(uo) . Thus, h, < .324 .
We also have bounds for u o and h, in the opposite directions . This time we express the first integral as an upper Riemann-Stieltjes sum and sum by parts to obtain Thus (6)~. 6. Lower estimates for F. The sequence F(n) tends to infinity with n, since F(n)/n -h(T(n)/n) >_ ho > 0 .
In this section we are going to establish
This estimate follows easily from the following LEMMA 7. Let a e (0, 1) and let s > 0 be given . Then there exists an X (depending on s and a) such that for each x >_ X, the interval (x, x + sx] contains an integer j with I T(j)/j -a I < s .
Proof. The argument proceeds in two steps . First we obtain some integer jo (not necessarily in (x, x + sx]) composed of at least two distinct prime factors, for which j gp(jo)/jo -a l < s . Then we show that a suitable multiple of jo lies in (x, x + sx] and satisfies the same T estimate .
Let a = a, . Let q, be the smallest prime p . for which 1 -py' > ao. Set a, = ao(1 -q l -') -' and j, = q, . Repeat the foregoing, choosing q, to be the smallest prime p, exceeding q, for which 1 -py 1 > a, . Let j, = q,q, and a2 = a,j -q2') -' . If 1 > a2 > 1 -s/(a + s), we can stop here . Otherwise we continue until we obtain an integer jT = q,q2 • • • gr, r = r(a, s), such that a<<p(j,)/j,<a+s . This is possible to achieve since 1 -p,' -as v --and H'-' (1-pvl)=0 . Thus there exists some k e [1, t] such that x < q, ~" q' -kb < x + sx . Finally, we must insure that the exponent s -kb >--_ 0 . This we do by noting that a, b, and t depend only on s and are fixed, while s -> with x .
LEMMA ó . Given s > 0 there exists an X = X(s) such that for each x >_ X the interval (x, x + sx] contains an integer j with h(cp(j )/ j) < h o + 2s .
Proof. Since h is convex and differentiable we have Proof . For Mk <_ x < mk+, we have min F(n) = min F(n) .
n>mk n>x
Thus h om k -h,x . Let x ' mk+l--• 7 . General arithmetic functions . We conclude by showing that rather general arithmetic functions * possess an associated monotonicity measuring function F = F~. Our argument is related to one occurring in [¢] . It appears unlikely that there are general analogues of our numbered theorems in § § 3-6 which are valid without more specific arithmetic information .
It is convenient to estimate the two components of F separately. Let F,(n) _ #{m < n : (m) > y (n)} , F2(n) _ #{m > n : ,y-(m) <_ yr(n)} .
In both cases we assume that * is positive valued and that ,~(n)/n has a distribution function D.,~. 
A. It is a simple consequence of hypothesis (8) that there exist at most a finite number of integers n for which ,~(n) assumes any one value . Also, (8) implies that the integral in (9) converges at the origin .
B . For application to the Euler (p function, the estimate (cf . [4] ) guarantees that (8) holds with a = 1 . Condition (8) is vacuous for the sum of divisors function 6, since 6(n) > n for all n>1 . C. Can we replace the equal sign in (7) or in (9) by "-" and drop the o-term? This is not generally permissible for (7) as one can see by the case in which D,~(a) = 1 for some finite a, *(n)/n >_ a, and there exists at least one integer m < n such that *(m) > *( n) . The conjecture is also generally false for (9) as well, as we can see in the case where Ds ,(t) > 0 for all t > 0 . By Remark A there exists an infinite number of integers n for which F2(n) = 0, and for these n the asymptotic relation would fail .
Proof. We shall show that (9) holds . The proof of (7) is similar but simpler, and is omitted .
Proof. We introduce a partition of (n, -) . Let s > 0, K e Z' with sK > 1 and let n' = n + (n) . Write and hence If we first choose s small and then K so large that (Ke)_' we obtain the desired asymptotic .
is small,
